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PREFACE

ROWE SETTING STANDARDS
Both here and abroad, “Made in Germany” from Worms and Bubenheim is in demand.

Anyone who is active and achieves something can be

functioning communications and personal relations

proud of those successes.

between the actors involved – often over extended distances and multiple country borders.

“HIGHTEC” in Germany, “HIGHTEC” in Taiwan,

In our second issue of ROWE Inside, you will again find

“HIGHTEC” in Dubai – the ROWE quality mark has esta-

extensive information about our company, and learn a lot

blished itself in the German and international market as

about the people who stand behind these successes. We

synonymous with special perf ormance, reliable service

tell their stories and give an insight into the many acti-

and high-quality products.

vities associated with the name ROWE. That’s because it all

Particularly in its growing export business, “Made in

forms part of our lives.

Germany” is a key competitive advantage, but one which
for that reason needs to be fought for again and secured

I wish you an enjoyable read. Yours,

on a daily basis. Our customers should be able to rely on
the fact, anywhere in the world, that if it says ROWE on
the outside it genuinely is ROWE quality inside.
For that, we need committed employees, good and
reliable partnerships locally and over distances, well-

Michael Zehe
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TITELTHEMA
COVER
STORY// //
GÄSTE
VISITORS
AUSFROM
TAIWAN
TAIWAN

VISITORS
FROM
TAIWAN
Following on from 2010 and 2012,
ROWE once again hosted visitors from
Taiwan in Germany this year. This is the
story of a long-term and ever-closer
collaboration and good friendship
between people from distant countries.
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GÄSTE AUS TAIWAN // TITELTHEMA

Securing foreign partners and building up long-term, sound
business contacts with them is not something that happens
all by itself; rather, it calls for hard work. Here, personal
commitment and plenty of experience is just as important
as top service and top-quality products. One particular story
that illustrates this is the development of the collaboration
with Taiwan-based Seajet AG Enterprise Co.
Initial contact in Frankfurt
It was a day like many others at Frankfurt’s Automechanika
2008: interested visitors from all kinds of countries, old and
new customers, conversations, stories, and business being
done. But one meeting stood out somehow: the Taiwanese
Andy (Wei) Fu. Up until then, ROWE had no regular
business activities in this country in the Far East. After all,
that mainly requires reliable contacts on the ground. And
finding them is not always easy.
But Fu was very interested. He was similarly on the lookout
for a good partner himself.
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COVER STORY // VISITORS FROM TAIWAN

Fu’s first deals involved buying up vehicles from German manu-

“Our service provided the impetus.”

facturers which were due for scrapping following a flood, restoring them part for part, and offering them for sale again. Fu

“Ultimately,” says Sablowski, “it was probably our customer

is definitely a man of action. In that respect, the head of Seajet

service which was a key aspect for the continued collabo-

and German entrepreneur Michael Zehe are similar, and that

ration.” It was apparent that the Taiwanese had previously had

meant they quickly found they had things in common.

some bad experiences with European companies. Long res-

Like Zehe, Fu is someone who knows his business, his opera-

ponse times when enquiries were submitted, or contacts who

tions and his customers from the ground up. His know-how and

were not contactable. “So when I gave them an assurance that

his good contacts with workshops enabled him to move into

I was available 365 days a year, round the clock, our future

marketing diagnostic equipment for German and European

partners in the Far East were convinced,” says Sablowski with

vehicles. So ultimately it was a logical next move to bring the

a smile. Even today, he has never had cause to regret this

matching lubricants into the product range on offer. Here, too,

promise. Quite the opposite: “It was the start of a truly great

Fu was not about to make compromises. For him, the quality of

development.”

German manufacturing was the standard.
Quality decides – “HIGHTEC” in Taiwan
The start of a long friendship
With Seajet as partner, ROWE has succeeded in establishing
The team working with Andy Fu is well-trained, service-ori-

“HIGHTEC” in Taiwan as a highly-valued brand. “We are expe-

ented and totally committed to quality in every respect. And

riencing constant growth here, and it is a good example of

Seajet expected exactly the same from its future lubricants sup-

the fact that reliable product quality, service and customer-ori-

plier. In the three to four months following that initial contact

ented working pay off,” adds the 38-year old business eco-

at the trade fair, there were various e-mails and phone calls.

nomist, summing up.

“A real challenge, not just because of the large time diffe-

The contacts have gone beyond link-ups by phone or e-mail.

rence between the two countries, but also because of the cul-

Soon annual trips to Taiwan were on Sablowski’s calendar, with

tural backgrounds of the respective contacts,” recalls Nicolai

many new impressions of the country and its people.

Sablowski, who is still responsible for support to the Taiwanese
business partner today. Trust had to be built up. And ultimately

“Suddenly I was the fascinating stranger.”

both sides were able to verify for themselves that the respective
other party was not just making empty promises, but did

One episode has stuck with him through to today: “At a night

indeed do what it said.

market – a weekly market at night, as is quite common in the
1.9 million- strong capital of Taiwan, a Taiwanese woman who
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was perhaps 1.30 metres tall came up to me, stood in front

trend, which is causing scepticism about German products to

of me, pointed at me and could not stop laughing. At some

grow significantly. But that makes the trust in the products

point I understood that a tall, light-skinned European was

manufactured by ROWE all the stronger, once people have

simply an entirely unusual and rare sight for her. Here, I was

met with us.”

the fascinating stranger.”

That may be why the number of visitors has more than
doubled, from 26 on that first visit in 2010 to 65 this year.

Confidence in “Made in Germany”

“We can really sense the confidence they have in us,” says
the delighted marketing specialist.

The visits are now made on a reciprocal basis, and have

And the customers from the Far East like coming here. They

developed to become a firm component in our business

want to experience the ROWE brand at the Nürburgring,

relations. So the partners at Seajet are bringing increasing

they are amazed by the new plant in Worms and (a par-

numbers of their dealers from Taiwan with them to Germany.

ticularly important aspect) they like to meet the people

That way, they can show them that “Made in Germany”

behind the name and who “bring the products to life.” The

and “HIGHTEC” from ROWE are not some labelling scam,

customers are genuinely proud that they have met Michael

but a tangible reality, and that ROWE is a genuinely-existing

Zehe in person. They take their own photos with him and

German company which actually manufactures itself.

with the company management. And then some of these

Sablowski emphasizes: “That is really important to the

images later appear as a massive banner on the wall of a

Taiwanese. Unfortunately, inferior-quality imitation pro-

workshop in distant Taiwan – a kind of proof of quality. “The

ducts are no rarity in the Far East. In Asia particularly, there

impressions they gain with us are very important for our

are new forgeries by letter-box companies every day, as they

partners from Taiwan. They take them back home with them

buy up merchandise from anywhere in the world and label

and communicate them there. That consolidates our rela-

it as “Made in Germany”. Even marketing companies from

tions at a quite personal level, which is very important for

Germany are, regrettably, increasingly joining in with this

good business in the long term,” says Sablowski.
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EXTRA // EMPLOYEES

With ROWE for three and a half years, and now in
Production Management - Ibrahim Celiktepe has found
his “dream job”, as he himself puts it, with a smile in
his eyes. And why does the trained industrial mechanic
feel so at home in Worms? “There are various reasons:
great colleagues, variety in my work, and constant
new challenges to overcome.” From production and
HR planning to preparing production and through
to checking that everything is running correctly –
Celiktepe’s area of responsibilities is wide-ranging.
Often, there is a genuine tangle of demands from production and the mixing area or customer support:

»I’VE FOUND
MY DREAM
JOB!«
10 | AUGUST 2015 ROWE INSIDE

on the one hand, the right oil must always be available, while on the other hand deadlines need to be
met in the manner that customers are expecting. It’s
not always an easy task. Everyone in the team has to
do their bit. But Celiktepe takes things in his stride,
is usually cheerful and in a good mood, and even if
problems crop up he is not one to be easily raised to
anger. These qualities quickly earned him the respect
and appreciation of his colleagues. And on that basis
the work is achieved more easily, not just for him but
for everyone else in the team too.

New production facilities in Worms. Production
Manager Ibrahim Celiktepe knows every detail here
and ensures that processes run smoothly.
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EXTRA // EMPLOYEES

He wasn’t born with management experience in his

Celiktepe makes the same high demands of himself

blood. He started his career in assembly, and soon

and his colleagues: “Particularly if the sales people

became the right-hand man to the senior fitter. In this

need a quick solution for their customers, we need

post, he acquired many of the leadership qualities he

to demonstrate how flexible we are and that, even

can now put to good advantage, learning to improvise

under high pressure, the quality is still right.” When

and to think and act with a focus on the practical.

asked what he associates with the phrase “Made in

When Ibrahim Celiktepe speaks in his broadest Worms

Germany”, Celiktepe responds: “Well, simply German

accent with his colleagues, there’s no evidence of his

quality workmanship – on time, reliable, and high-

family’s Turkish roots. His father came to Germany 35

quality.” So he is proud of the standard achieved at

years ago, and his son was born and grew up in Worms.

ROWE: “We have Europe’s most modern oil filling

It is where Ibrahim calls home.

plant here. Every product has its own pipework.

He has his friends and family here. His young daughter

Mixing or contamination is out of the question.

is growing up here. In his free time, the fresh-faced

Regular samples ensure quality.” Ultimately, the spe-

father likes getting to the fitness studio and playing

cifications set by the car manufacturers have to be res-

sport.

pected precisely in production – as do the in-house gui-

The 30-year old likes being active, period. And when

delines operated by ROWE, as a certified company.

he says: “I love my job”, he really means it too. He likes

“Live and let live” is one of Celiktepe’s principles.

working with people, he takes a responsible approach

Ideally, he likes to solve problems by agreement,

to his work, and he is not one for sitting behind his

because then not only are all members of the team

desk. For him, production management is a very

pulling together, but they are also all pulling in the

practical role. Telling the shift managers what needs to

same direction. It’s a tenet that proves its value every

be done is just as much a part of it as good planning.

day and benefits the whole company.
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SQUASH // SPORT

COMMITMENT
& ATTACK
ROWE kits in the final of the
German Squash Championships

Slightly weakened through absences due to injury or

problems. But in the final, as last year, they came up against

pressing deadlines, the Worms Squash Club Black &

the team from Westphalia.

White, sponsored by ROWE, were runners-up in the

This is where it showed that some key players were missing

German league.

for Black & White: the Egyptian player who is first in the
world rankings, Mohamed Elshorbagy, wanted to prepare

At Whitsun, four teams travelled to Würzburg for the

himself for the British Open, and the Number 2 in the

40th German Squash Championship Finals: from Frankfurt,

current world rankings, the English player Nick Matthew,

Stuttgart, Paderborn and Worms. In the semi-final, the

had injured his ankle at the last tournament and was still

players from the Worms Black & White Racket Club had no

recovering from the injury. So it was that even the two-time
world champion David Palmer, playing against his own
protégé, the Colombian Miguel Angel Rodriguez, was
unable to prevail in the decisive game.
By contrast, Paderborn had fielded its strongest team, and
ultimately they triumphed over the team from Worms to
win the team title for the 11th time.
Who knows how things might have turned out had Black
& White had either Mohamed Elshorbagy or Nick Matthew
available as Player 1? But Michael Zehe is likely to set his
team up next year to bring the championship trophy back
to Worms for third time, following the successes in 2011
and 2013. There was no lack of competitive spirit and enthusiasm from the lads in the ROWE kit – perhaps all they
needed was a little bit of luck.
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FOCUS // 24H RACE

ENGINE OIL ENDURANCE-TESTED
ROWE RACING at the ADAC Zurich 24h Race, Nürburgring
151 starters, high-performance top teams, 24 hours full

It made it all the more exciting to be able to share in

power. It’s a true marathon – the toughest race in the

the racing of the two ROWE RACING SLS AMG GT3 cars

world. It challenges drivers and cars alike to show what

directly from the driver’s perspective, thanks to inno-

they can do, along with the ROWE automotive products

vative live streaming.

developed especially for the motor sports stress test.
Repairs stop, rain, and chasing down
The 43rd running of the ADAC Zurich 24h Race at the
Nürburgring began on 16 May with a thrilling start

The early laps already had plenty of excitement in store.

phase right from the off. During Top-30 Qualifying, the

While ROWE RACING starting driver Christian Hohenadel

two ROWE RACING cars had secured good places on the

(Illingen) made up places from 11th in his SLS AMG GT3

grid, starting from 11 and 16. Even during the fight over

(start number #23), the driver starting from 16th in the

the first 15 rows at the start, the gaps between the best

number #22 sister car, Maro Engel (Monaco), suffered

teams on the Nordschleife were small. And right from the

some bad luck. Tyre damage forced him into a short stop

start, the closeness in performance between the leaders

for repairs. The onset of rain after around 90 minutes and

in the field was evident.

the associated unplanned tyre change further shook up
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24H RACE // FOCUS

the order amongst the top teams. But the gull-wing #22

the field to occupy 4th place on the track.

fought its way back up into the leading field, in a thrilling

But car number #22 then had to abandon during the night,

chase-down of the leaders.

when it was within striking distance of the top ten, with
technical difficulties.

Fastest times for ROWE RACING
Retirement close to the finish
During the night, which was notable for its changing
weather conditions and a high level of retirements, the

And one hour before the end of the 24-hours distance, a

ROWE RACING cars initially experienced mainly prob-

defective drivetrain also meant an early finish for the final

lem-free stints. With increasing track humidity, the two

driver Klaus Graf, who was in 6th position in the leading

ROWE RACING SLS AMG GT3 cars even stood out with the

group at the time. He had to drive the #23 car slowly back

absolute fastest times in the field. Nico Bastian, in particular,

to the pits and park it.

was faster than his rivals on his night stint, and in some

ROWE RACING team boss Hans-Peter Naundorf could

cases up to 30 seconds faster. The SLS AMG GT3

nevertheless be proud of his team: “Particularly under

#23 from the Worms-based racing team with its drivers

the difficult conditions during the night, we delivered a

Nico Bastian (Frankfurt), Klaus Graf (Dornhan), Christian

tremendously strong performance. Of course, it is a very

Hohenadel (Illingen) and Thomas Jäger (Munich) continued

bitter blow that both cars had to retire – one of them so

to enjoy good fortune during the race. It had come through

close to the end, as well. But we did a super job!”
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RUBRIK
IMAGES// OF
THEMA
THE YEAR // ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

Amongst the more than 220
guests, Michael Zehe welcomed the Mayor of Worms,
Oberbürgermeister Michael
Kissel, and RhinelandPalatinate Landtag parliamentary member Jens
Guth. Roger Cicero and his
Big Band saw to it that the
dance floor was packed.
And the courageous rope
acrobatics by Petra Lange
and animal trainer John
Burke with his sea lions met
with tremendous applause.

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS // IMAGES OF THE YEAR

20 YEARS AND ONE
BIG CELEBRATION!
A spectacular evening: the ROWE Gala in
the Worms Cultural Centre

EXTRA // STORY

LITY
A
U
Q
100%

Pipes and tanks permanently assigned for additives and

11 ultra-modern filling plants available for the

base oils.

widest range of formats.

HOW IS

QUALITY
ACHIEVED?

For ROWE, the highest quality is a basic
principle. But how is this major challenge achieved? Here is a brief insight into
the production chain at ROWE.

A key component in the quality chain is the ultra-modern filling plant at the new ROWE site in
Worms. “The plant engineering was installed by ITEC,
which is part of the ROWE Group – so practically by
our own colleagues,” comments Product Manager
Otto Botz (see ROWE Inside March / 2015, Issue 1).
That has major advantages. It meant that the filling
plants could be adapted optimally to the specific ROWE
requirements. The result, above all, is particularly high
precision and the ability to respond with great flexibility to the constantly-changing customer preferences. Ultimately, quality also means realizing a challenge to your own products which is likewise changing
in response to customer requirements, framework con-

HIGHTEC, Made in Germany,

ditions in the market and technical developments.

high-performance engine oils –

Precision and flexibility are delivered thanks to the

all synonyms for ROWE quality.

permanently-assigned pipework and tanks for addi-

But what is needed to gua-

tives and base oils, and over 140 similarly perma-

rantee these high standards?

nently-assigned pipes and tanks for finished products. Each tank has its own pump. Together with the

Otto Botz

Quality is not a one-off, static

storage tanks for base oils and additives, there are

condition, but a result of con-

over 200 pumps in various performance categories in

tinuous efforts in all areas of

use at the plant. Over 60 km of pipework has been

the company, and every day it

run across the entire production area. “To give you

has to be achieved again.

a better idea of the quantities involved here, that is
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STORY // EXTRA

The products are manufactured in a total of 33

Up to 3,000 containers per hour can be filled per small

mixing vessels.

container line.

roughly equivalent to the distance from the plant here

11 ultra-modern filling plants are available for the widest

in Worms to the airport in Frankfurt,” says Botz.

range of formats: round bottles in plastic, round cans in
sheet metal, plastic and metal containers with a rectan-

That approach dispenses with the rinsing opera-

gular cross-section, and barrels in plastic and metal. In

tions that are otherwise customary, and avoiding

total, up to 12,000 small containers can be filled per hour.

mixing ensures higher product purity.

But can the customer also be certain that what is

The products are manufactured in a total of 33 mixing

inside the container is always what it says on the

vessels. Of these, 18 are for lubricants and 15 for special

outside? “Yes,” says Botz, “because the manufacturer

products. All mixing vessels are equipped with the latest

approvals are reliably respected in-house here.”

weighing technology, increasing the precision of each

ROWE holds “genuine” manufacturer approvals

individual mix and guaranteeing the optimum product

for the majority of the engine oils. These are issued in

for each customer. On top of this, the mixing process is

writing by the automotive manufacturers and for a

carried out and monitored fully automatically via a modern

time-limited period, following extensive tests. ROWE

process control system. Since all the tanks are located in

invests regularly in these manufacturer approvals

the hall, optimum storage conditions are achieved for the

and in their renewal. The approvals guarantee the

raw materials. The harmful influence of fluctuating tem-

customer 100 per cent compliance with the stan-

peratures can be eliminated. Moreover, the raw mate-

dards and specifications described on the label.

rials can be fed to production more quickly this way,

In order that it can also be demons-

reliably eliminating quality changes due to temperature

trated at all times that any product

or humidity. The tank storage capacity is around eight

leaving the factory gate has pre-

million litres of base oils, additives and finished products.

cisely the specified quality, samples

The new plant in Worms is certified under the

are taken regularly and subjected to

stringent ISO/TS 16949 standard. This standard is par-

analyses. But that is again a very spe-

ticularly demanded by automotive manufacturers.

cialised field of activity within the

It sets out precisely how the product-specific key

company, and one we will report on

ratios and standards are to be complied with.

in a future issue of ROWE Inside.
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EVENTS // AUTOMECHANIKA DUBAI

ROWE in the Persian Gulf
Anyone at Automechanika in Dubai wanting to see ROWE HIGHTEC products
“Made in Germany” only need visit the German Pavilion.

Every year, Automechanika Dubai opens its doors in

to do even ahead of the actual opening of the trade

the biggest city in the United Arab Emirates. This met-

fair. They did not want to leave anything to chance in

ropolis on the Persian Gulf offers ideal conditions

Dubai, and were all agreed on the critical things from

for open dialogue between business partners from

their perspective: “With our trade fair presence, we put

numerous countries.

particular emphasis on ensuring that the high quality
requirements we place on every one of our products is

ROWE likes to use this opportunity to keep up its

evident in the presentation.” For that to be achieved,

customer contacts and for new customer acquisition.

the team needed to think about a lot of things simul-

In Dubai, the ROWE stand was part of the German
Pavilion – a hall where only export-oriented

taneously, whilst also keeping a grip on
even the smallest details.

German companies from various sectors were

This year, ROWE had significantly

exhibiting. These included automotive spare

expanded its stand, and given

parts, tools – and lubricants. The colleagues
in the ROWE trade fair team had plenty

it a visual upgrade. Employees
from our Export and

AUTOMECHANIKA DUBAI // EVENTS

Marketing departments developed the design, working

Molzan. There were many good con-

with a Frankfurt-based architect. Following approval and

versations held and new con-

a six-week preparation period, the concept was then sent

tacts made – particularly with

directly to Dubai for installation by a trade fair const-

visitors to the trade fair from

ruction company.

regions where ROWE does
not yet have a presence.

The stand’s visuals emphasized the quality image

The ROWE Team was particularly pleased that the

This year’s stand design conveyed an overall high-quality

stand design was very well-

impression, and was geared to the proven concept

received and much praised

already employed at the Frankfurt Automechanika fair. In

by leads and customers alike.

addition to large display images, for the first time there

Customers from the Arabian region

were separate meeting rooms for uninterrupted commu-

like to visit the stand with their distributors, so that they

nications with the customer. In addition, many product

can get to know their German contacts directly and meet

samples were on display, giving an impression of the

them in person. They like being able to demonstrate their

wide-ranging ROWE product portfolio.

own ways of thinking and they are particularly appreci-

All the marketing materials and the small containers

ative of the fact that visitors have made the long trip to

were sea-freighted to Dubai ahead of time.

Dubai.

Trade fair professionals know that you can often only

The ROWE stand with its new, bigger design proved very

tell how successful a trade fair actually was some months

effective as a platform for communications. The Worms-

later, if good business develops out of meetings with

based lubricants manufacturer succeeded in underlining

interested parties. But the first impression was very

its interest in the region and in living up to its growing,

positive, at any rate. “Yes,

positive brand image.

below the line we can
again post the trade
fair in Dubai as a
complete success,”
reports ROWE
trade fair team
member Jennifer
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COVER STORY // MADE IN GERMANY

MADE IN GERMANY
EXPERIENCE REPEATEDLY TELLS US:
Foreign customers place great value on “Made
in Germany” and want to be sure that all
merchandise sold with this label lives up to
the expectations of quality that go with it. But
“Made in Germany” was not always a badge of
particularly high-quality products.
The slogan was originally introduced in the UK
as a protective measure to guard against cheap
imported goods. But certainly since the German
economic miracle after the Second World War,
it has stood around the world for high-quality
German workmanship.
From the perspective of a lubricant manufacturer like ROWE, it is of quite critical importance
in the international competition and given the

The company is based in Germany.
All key production stages are carried out here.

increasing significance of export business.

So who is entitled to use the label?

materials bought worldwide are blended in a European

Manufacturers can only sport the

operation to make a new product, filled in Europe and

“Made in Germany” label under certain

then imported into Germany by a company or subsidiary

conditions, explains Immo Kosel, Head

and marketed as a new product, that is not “Made in

of Sales and Export at ROWE.

Germany”.

The composition of lubricants is very

According to Kosel, “The bottom line is the principle that

varied. There are complex engine oils and industrial lubri-

if all the key stages in production of a lubricant are carried

cants with very specific requirements for the manufacturer.

out in Germany, and as a minimum the key manufacturing

Base oils, additives, chemical supplements – there can be

process where the merchandise gets its determining cha-

a large number of component parts, and these are often

racteristics, which are decisive for the user, the product

imported. So globalisation this certainly causes pro-

merits the ‘Made in Germany‘ label.” In other words: pro-

blems as to whether a product truly deserves the label

duction and blending, which is the essential value-added

as “Made in Germany”. Particularly when it comes to

chain, takes place in Germany, as does the final filling into

mineral oil products, where the raw materials are usually

the corresponding sales containers. The company has its

purchased on the international markets. To satisfy the

registered office in Germany and markets its products in

“Made in Germany” claim, it is not enough for a provider

Germany and worldwide. ROWE meets all these criteria.

with a registered office in Germany to purchase finished

There are good reasons for the tightly-framed rules for

products around the world and simply re-market them.

“Made in Germany”: for manufacturing, the producer

And the same goes for finished products imported into

needs its own laboratory capacities to analyse all incoming

Germany and simply filled into different containers, but

raw materials and the finished products. A manufacturing

where there is no change in their properties. Even if raw

operation in Germany is subject to German laws and docu-
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MADE IN GERMANY // COVER STORY

Worldwide, “Made in Germany” stands for special quality and, for the providers
whose products carry that label, it means a competitive advantage.
For ROWE’s export business, it is becoming ever more important.
THE VALUE-ADDED CHAIN IN GERMANY

If all criteria are
The company needs to have its

Production and

The sales containers

satisfied, the “Made in

own laboratory capacities for

blending take place

are filled in

Germany” quality label

analysis prior to manufacture.

in Germany.

the German company.

can be used.

mentation requirements. Similarly, extensive laboratory

sises. For example, if a German company fraudulently

capacities are needed for research and development, in

pops up in Sweden with “Made in Germany”, then the

order to be able to constantly formulate new lubricants

“consumer ombudsman” in Sweden could apply for

suited to the market. However, in globally-networked

legal enforcement proceedings. Germany would then

markets the origin of particular merchandise is often dif-

“implement” the protection against being misled granted

ficult to determine. It is not enough if the certificate of

under Swedish law. This network arrangement is now

origin for the merchandise indicates Germany.

working very well, as current cases illustrate.
The best means of preventing abuse are ultimately good

Is there any protection against abuse?

and trust-based business relations, high expectations

Unfortunately, there are regular instances of cheap pro-

geared to quality on the customer’s part, and seamless

viders putting the quality label “Made in Germany” on

process management. In reality, lived collaboration often

their products, but not supplying the expected quality.

promises greater success than the attempt to assert claims

Particularly for German lubricant manufacturers like

under the law.

ROWE, who have to compete internationally with com-

For German manufacturers, the subject is becoming

paratively high costs of production, it represents a con-

increasingly important as foreign trade expands. For

siderable competitive disadvantage. A USP is not worth

that reason UNITI, the German Federal Association

anything if anyone and everyone can use it. But up until

of SME Mineral Oil Companies, is acting on behalf of

now, there has been no global legal protection of the

the interests of German lubricants companies, in col-

“Made in Germany” label, as is otherwise customary for

laboration with central office for the prevention of

a brand or a name. That said, in Europe the arm of the

unfair competition (Wettbewerbszentrale) and FSQ

law has fairly extensive reach already, as Kosel empha-

Fachgemeinschaft Schmierstoffqualität (a specialist com-
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CULTURE // SAKKOH

SAkkOH – a special kind of orchestra

SOUNDING
GOOD
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SAKKOH // KULTUR

Michael Zehe is truly a multi-talent:

In the 2009 project year, ROWE fea-

melodies by Carl-Maria von Weber,

successful entrepreneur, motor

tured for the first time as a sponsor

Modest Petrovich Mussorgsky and from

sports enthusiast, mountain-climber

of SAkkOH concerts. Since then, the

the Harry Potter Suite by John Towner

and music-lover – someone who not

orchestra has been attracting more and

Williams, who is mostly known as a

only listens to music, but likes to

more enthusiastic fans every year. The

composer of film music. It was accom-

squeeze the keys on his accordion.

repertoire takes in arrangements of

panied by artistry and magic tricks. All

classical works and original pieces for

in all, a well-rounded mix for young

Zehe had his first accordion lesson at

the accordion orchestra.

and old alike. The programme was pre-

the age of seven, and at the age of

In 2013, the Symphony Accordion

sented by ROWE, with company boss

just twelve he was playing in the first

Orchestra of Hesse (Sinfonische

Michael Zehe once again demonst-

orchestra in his home music association.

Akkordeon Orchester Hessen) was

rating his versatility – as organiser and

He has remained true to this instrument

renamed SAkkOH. This year’s pro-

as a member of the orchestra.

and to orchestra music through to

gramme was under the heading of

If you would like to listen in to the

today, and he now commits his time in

»ACCORDION MEETS VARIETÉ«. Under

world of sounds of the Symphony

and for SAkkOH. He is particularly con-

the musical direction of Thomas Bauer,

Accordion Orchestra of Hesse, you

cerned to bring the accordion closer to

one of the most highly-regarded inter-

can find it at the internet page

more lovers of music and to show how

national conductors for the accordion

www.sakkoh.de.

beautiful this instrument sounds.

orchestra, performances included

It comes highly recommended!
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FOCUS // GREASE MACHINE

LUBRICATING GREASES

FROM WORMS
A new milestone in the development of the ROWE family of products

It has been operating since June, and from July it will be fully

greases and thus to offer a selection which in every case

up to speed – the new lubricating grease production plant

best matches the customer’s requirements,” says Meinert.

in Worms. It means that ROWE is now able to expand its

Efficient process solutions provide for flexibility in pro-

product portfolio in the business segment for “lubricating

duction. The greases can be manufactured in precisely the

greases and pastes”.

quantity and quality the customer requires. All ROWE pro-

»

ducts are certified to ISO/TS 16949 (2009), ISO 14001 (2004)
and ISO 9001 (2008).

Greases are highly specialized lubricants. As important design
elements, they reduce mechanical friction and wear and tear,

The right product for every requirement

while simultaneously ensuring maximum power transfer.
Thanks to their special properties, greases make reserve lubri-

The laboratory and engineering facility, which has been in

cation possible, i.e. they have a persistent effect. Moreover,

place since August 2014, is a key basis for smooth-running

they can protect against corrosion or contamination or can

grease production. Here both established and innovative test

be water-resistant – in some cases, “life-long”.

samples are manufactured. The small test facility is identical

“The demands on modern high-performance greases are

in build to its bigger sister.

as wide-ranging and different as the machines and assem-

“It means that maintaining the test quality is assured when

blies in which they are used. Without greases no car would

transferring from the sample production to mainstream

drive, no plane would fly, and no machine would work,”

production,” says Meinert, outlining the advantage of this

says Mario Meinert, who already has over 16 years’ expe-

plant design. In close collaboration with the customer, grease

rience in the manufacture, research and development of

formulations are devised in Worms for very special appli-

lubricating greases and pastes and who is now eagerly

cations. This work is supported by our in-house lubricating

looking forward to the new grease production operation.

grease laboratory. The high quality of ROWE greases is gua-

There is even a small sense of pride detectable in his voice.

ranteed by using the latest testing procedures.

After all, he contributed his extensive specialist knowledge

A particular highlight is the ultra-modern rotation visco-

to the design and planning of the new plant. The result

meter. This device can be used to display precise flow limit

is well worth seeing: “The plant is an ultra-modern pro-

conditions for the greases, and also to run tribological

totype,” says the lubricants specialist.

tests (friction coefficient determinations) using different
materials and at different temperatures. “That is really

4,000 tonnes of high-performance greases per annum

high-tech”, says Meinert. For example, temperatures from
-45°C through to +200°C can be simulated. In addition,

In June 2015 the new lubricating grease production facility

complicated and elaborate tests can be subsequently

in Worms went into operation. It has an annual capacity

adjusted, simply and quickly.

of around 4,000 tonnes and is capable of being expanded,

That similarly enables ROWE to respond in short order to

depending on how the market develops, without major

customer requests. Meinert is convinced that the demand

additional investment.

for high-performance greases will continue to grow. “So

“With this production facility, we are now able to offer

ROWE has invested in this business segment at precisely

the full range of our HIGHTEC GREASEGUARD lubricating

the right time”, he reckons.
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With the new grease
production plant in Worms,
ROWE is now able to expand
its product portfolio in the
“Lubricating greases and
pastes” business segment
and to respond flexibly to
customer requests.
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DID YOU KNOW? // GLOBALLY HARMONISED SYSTEM

GHS – WHAT DOES THAT STAND FOR?
From 1 June 2015, the CLP Regulation on the labelling of mineral
oil products (mixtures) has to be implemented.

The Globally Harmonised System – GHS for short – serves

Practical implications

to ensure standardised worldwide classification and
labelling of chemicals. In Europe, this system is being

In accordance with this CLP Regulation, it means that a

implemented via the CLP Regulation. CLP stands for

mixture (for example an engine oil or a lubricant) which is

“Classification, Labelling and Packaging of Substances

classified under GHS as hazardous and - as it is formulated in

and Mixtures“.

the language of officialdom - “placed on the market“ must
be provided with a CLP identification label. The content
requirements concerning the labels and the design of the
hazard pictograms are precisely specified in the Regulation.
The big advantage of this is that no matter what the country
to which the product is being supplied, anywhere that the
merchandise is being transported, reloaded or received it
is possible to establish with absolute certainty - rapidly and
without risk of misidentification - which potential hazards
may be presented by the respective mixture of materials.
For pure substances the labelling requirement under CLP has
been applicable since 1 December 2010. Since 1 June 2015, all
mixtures must now similarly be labelled in line with the new,
standardised specifications. ROWE has therefore switched
its entire production over to satisfy the GHS requirements.
Nothing has changed in terms of the proven ROWE quality
as a result – because this is simply about the safe labelling of
containers. The contents are unchanged.
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MARKET OVERVIEW // DID YOU KNOW?

GERMAN
LUBRICANTS MARKET STABLE
The sector anticipates modestly growing domestic
demand in Germany for 2015.

In 2014, lubricant companies in Germany (which are mainly SMEs) sold over one million tonnes of
lubricants. According to sectoral estimates, a similar level of sales should be achieved this year, and
perhaps even exceeded slightly.
The key indicator for this is the overall positive economic trend in Germany and the associated
long-term increasing demand for capital goods. This certainly generates potential in the area of
industrial lubricants. Q1 2015 confirms this forecast. In the first three months of the year, according
to the provisional data from the Federal Office of Economics and Export Control, in total around 6
per cent more lubricants were sold domestically than in the comparable period last year.
However, the sector is seeing a marked trend towards decoupling industrial growth and demand
for lubricants. Thus in future the lubricant market will be determined both in the automotive and
in the industrial sector by ever more efficient engineering and lower volumes. Set against this,
ultra-specialised applications are on the increase, demanding correspondingly high-quality
lubricants. But the real growth potential evidently lies in export. Here German manufacturers can
do well thanks to “Made in Germany” quality, and profit from global growth.
This trend is leading to a situation where for more and more lubricant companies the export share
is matching, and even exceeding, the size of the company’s sales in Germany.

Sales in tonnes
1,149,432
Source: Bafa

1,109,383

The lubricants business

1,034,365

crashed in 2008,
alongside the financial

1,032,413

crisis. In the interim, the
sector has recovered.
But sales in Germany

1,030,422

are yet to climb back to
2007 levels.

1,013,961
1,000,814

LUBRICANT SALES
IN GERMANY

862,021

Years

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
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COVER STORY // ROWE CONTAINERS

NEW ROWE SMALL CONTAIN
Attractive, contemporary shape

Because export business is becoming ever more important
for ROWE, a stable container is a good basis for reliable

The first thing is that the packaging needs to have eye

customer supply around the world.

appeal for the customer – in other words, it absolutely

In addition, the unique new shape of the ROWE canisters

needs to look good.

offers some wholly practical advantages: the small con-

Brand recognition plays a part in this, as do new and con-

tainers now sit even better in the hand than previously.

temporary accents on colour and form. The new ROWE

That is likely to please car drivers having to undertake a

small containers will excite our customers and attest to

short-term oil change every bit as much as garage-owners

the company’s unchanged strong commitment to quality:

for customer servicing.

“High-tech - Made in Germany”. The designers have
pulled off a real showstopper here.

Safe and environmentally friendly

Unique and unmistakable

Bubenheim-based PALBO GmbH produces plastic containers using a blow-moulding process on modern, efficient

Which brings us on to the next USP of the new generation

and thus environmentally-friendly plants, in sizes ranging

of ROWE small containers. From the oil to the container,

from the 250 mm bottle to the 5 litre canister. At PALBO,

the entire value-added chain is located within the ROWE

containers are also printed with all the information which

Group. PALBO GmbH, established by ROWE boss Michael

the customer requires, using a multi-colour screen printing

Zehe in 2010, produces the new small containers on its own

process. That is not always easy. Particularly if the products

ultra-modern blow-moulding units in a special mould exclu-

are being exported all over the world. Labelling the con-

sively for ROWE. In short: you can ONLY get this canister

tents in accordance with the Globally Harmonised System

from ROWE. Not only does that play an important role in

is thus an important condition for safety during transport

Germany, but above all abroad. Because in far-away coun-

and handling of the products in the respective recipient

tries, you regularly come across product piracy. With these

country. To that end, the labels are applied to the small

new small containers, it is apparent at first glance: a ROWE

containers in various languages.

canister can only contain ROWE quality.
More than a shell
Stable and practical
Packaging is more than merely a shell for a good
That said, the new containers are not just safeguarded

product. It is in itself a statement of the commitment to

against counterfeiting. Their shape lends them the

quality at ROWE, making it a key argument in the com-

necessary stability for the long journey to export markets.

petition for sales.
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ROWE CONTAINERS // COVER STORY

N ERS CONQUER THE MARKET
There’s something about
this third generation
attractive shape

exclusive

safe and practical
And now they are here! The
new ROWE small containers –
in what is now the third
generation. The new containers will gradually replace
their predecessors on the
sales shelves at distributors
and in workshops. The new
packaging is not simply different, but actually unique for
a variety of reasons.
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EXTRA // READER QUIZ

Puzzles aren’t just a way of
passing the time. They educate,
provoke reflection and improve
concentration. So here’s a small
taster from the ROWE
Inside editorial team.

GUESS IT AND WIN
1.

1. The Racing Team‘s vehicle model

2.
3. HIGHTEC...MADE IN GERMANY

T
2. Mixture of mineral and fully
synthetic oil

3.

5.
4. Substance added to products
to obtain or improve
particular characteristics

A
7.

7. Obtained in the refinery from crude oil via
distillation and refining.

6.

4.

I

E

6. ROWE site
after its first
HQ relocation

8.

G

5. Month in
which ROWE was
founded

8. Company
founder

9.

D
9. How many products have been
developing since
the company was
founded?

L

MATCH THE PHOTO TO THE CUT-OUT
Enter the page number on which the respective photo is to be found
in the boxes, and work out the total sum of the numbers.
Send in the total you have calculated to info@rowe.marketing
with the subject line »Inside2-Competition« and you will be in
with a chance of winning a Minichamps model.
Closing date for entries: 30.09.2015

1. SLS AMG GT3; 2. PART SYNTHESIS; 3. LUBRICANTS; 4.ADDITIVE; 5. FEBRUARY; 6. BUBENHEIM; 7. BASE OIL; 8. ZEHE; 9. FIVE HUNDRED
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PORT-SIDE TANK STORAGE // REVISITED

WHEN BUSINESS PROSPECTS
FIZZLE OUT IN
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
After years of tussling with individual authorities, ROWE is abandoning
its plans for a tank storage facility at the river port in Worms.
Just a few months ago, the First Minister for Rhineland-Palatinate Malu Dreyer emphasised during her visit to
Worms: “Companies like ROWE are turning Rhineland-Palatinate into one of the most innovative regions in Europe.”
In the words of the First Minister, ROWE is making an important contribution to competitiveness, employment and
prosperity. However, the attitude of the woman at the top has not yet filtered down to the authorities in Worms.
ROWE Inside discussed the situation with company boss Michael Zehe.

Mr Zehe, what was planned at the Flosshafen in Worms?

Part of our overall project for the new site in Worms, right from
the start, was a tank storage facility with a link to the port.
It was planned on the Rhenania site. The intention was to store
base oils here which we need to manufacture our lubricants.
We also wanted to erect a chemical tank storage unit. Our aim
was an environmentally-friendly logistics concept with short
routes. But whereas the production halls have long been completed, up until now we have not been able to make a start
on building the storage facility.

Why did it fail?
Quite clearly, on the work – or rather the absence
of work – in individual public offices, which were
not able within three years to take a decision.
Since the application was submitted in spring 2012,
there is still no prospect as yet of permission being
granted. Yet due to the anticipated lengthy approvals
period, we have already removed rail unloading from
the application, as well as the storage of alcohols.

Do you still see any possibility of it happening?
the
As things currently stand, unfortunately not. From
through
rities
repeated new follow-up requests by the autho
ation
applic
to a perceived obstructive attitude towards the
that
de
by individual offices, we were compelled to conclu
s
Worm
a development of this type is not wanted in the
are
es
Flosshafen. Instead of letting us know what chang
the
necessary for speedy approval of our application,
speak.
to
corrections wanted were notified bit by bit, so

And what are the consequences of that now?
There is no other route open
to us than burying the project
.
For me, the obstructive attit
ude of some of the officials
involved with regard to this
development which is clearly
important for Worms is inco
mprehensible. I am also surprised that this was simply acc
epted. Ultimately, the city of
Worms is losing out on an ann
ual six-figure contribution
in port handling fees plus ren
t. The planned jobs are similarly being lost. For ROWE, this
turn of events is a particularly
bitter pill to swallow. On the
one hand, it was precisely the
possibility of locating a tank
storage facility in the immedia
te
vicinity of the plant on the B9
which was the decisive factor
for locating in Worms. And
on the other hand we are now
faced with writing off around
EUR 500,000 that ROWE has
already invested in this project
.
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COMPANY NEWS // POLAND

ROWE OPENS UP THE POLISH MARKET
The youngest member of the ROWE family is
ROWE Polska Sp. z o.o.

Since April 2015,
ROWE has been active
in the Polish market
via its new subsidiary,
and right from the off
it has been a force to
be reckoned with.
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Growth potential lies primarily in export

tough competition with local lubricant

business, including for ROWE. A local

manufacturers.

presence is often the best way to tap

The Profi AutoShow in Katowice was an

into this. Thus ROWE Polska Sp. z o.o.

ideal opportunity for this. After all, the

recently started to open up the lubricant

two-day event is one of the most well-

market in Germany’s neighbour to the

known and popular automotive trade

east. The 11 employees working here

fairs in Poland – with vehicle parts sup-

since April 2015 are showing plenty of

pliers and equippers of car workshops.

enthusiasm and commitment in the

“We were the most frequently-visited

POLAND // COMPANY NEWS

At the Profi AutoShow, ROWE Polska exhibited its
broad range of automotive products. The ROWE Polska launch event in Katowice on 23 and 24 May was
a complete success and a successful starting shot for
the growing presence of ROWE in the Polish market.

engine oil stand in the entire fair,” reports a pleased ROWE

Polska is particularly looking to involve local distributors

Polska managing director Bartosz Kamiński.

and opinion leaders.

His team, comprising highly motivated and experienced

“The second aim of our company is to establish the ROWE

employees from the lubricant sector, used the opportunity

brand and its products as a synonym for best quality in

to make many new contacts and conduct some intensive

the Polish market,” says Kamiński, outlining his plans for

one-to-one discussions.

the immediate future. To achieve this, ROWE Polska is

In future, Kamiński wants to build on these trade fair

already working closely with Foltyn Motor Sport – one of

successes and develop the business further. His aim is

the most successful Polish rallying and racing teams.

to build up an efficient sales chain. In doing so, ROWE
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FOCUS // BLANCPAIN ENDURANCE SERIES

TOP TEN
IN MONZA, SILVERSTONE
& LE CASTELLET

ROWE RACING Team makes a successful debut in
the Blancpain Endurance Series

It’s true – in the truest sense of the word they go “like

RACING SLS AMG GT3 cars made the team’s first race in the

greased lightning”: the two SLS AMG GT3 cars in which

Blancpain Endurance Series at Silverstone a genuine

the ROWE RACING Team has now also successfully com-

triumph. The #99 car ended the three-hour race in tenth

peted in Monza, Silverstone and Le Castellet. Equipped

place. The ASTANA sister vehicle, with start number #98,

with ROWE high-tech lubricants and working materials

came in immediately behind, in eleventh place.

specially formulated for the extreme demands in motor

The special aspect to this was that, as in Monza previously,

sports, the gull-wing racing cars were successfully driven to

the two ROWE RACING Team cars again achieved the best

top ten finishes for the first time this year in the Blancpain

result out of the total of eight competing SLS AMG GT3.

Endurance Series (BES).

So team boss Naundorf had every reason to be optimistic
about the next BES race, in Le Castellet (France).

Successful debut in Monza
In the very first race in this year’s BES, on 12 April in the

Thrilling chase on the Circuit Paul Ricard

northern Italian city of Monza, the Worms-based racing

His optimism was rewarded. On 20 June 2015 the racing

team had a convincing debut, finishing in 7th and 10th

debut for ROWE RACING ended on the Circuit Paul Ricard

place in Pro-Class.

with another top placing: at the end of the 171 laps,

ROWE RACING team boss Hans-Peter Naundorf was

the #99 SLS AMG GT3 finished 4th. In the 1,000-km race

delighted with this opening race and very satisfied with the

on France’s Cote d`Azur, the Worms-based racing team’s

performances of his drivers: “Of the eight SLS AMG GT3 cars

gull-wing car performed supremely well over the entire

that went to the start, we had the best finish – that shows

distance. At the end of the BES race, which extends into

that we are well set up for the season.“

the night, the team had made up a total of 23 places.
Hans-Peter Naundorf was very happy about what is the

A racing first at Silverstone

best result to date in the BES. “Finishing 4th, having

Following the successful BES debut in Monza, the ROWE

started from 27th, is an outstanding achievement. The

RACING Team aimed to consolidate in its racing premiere at

whole team and the drivers did a perfect job today. I’m

Silverstone. “We are already familiar with the circuit from

very proud of them all,” said the ROWE RACING team

test drives, and our drivers are also aware of the particular

boss after the race.

challenges. The competition in the BES is strong, and there
will be even more teams on the start line in Silverstone,”

To sum it up:

said Naundorf ahead of the race.

ROWE is presenting its brand at international

But despite this, he was confident – and he was proved

racing circuits very successfully and showing what the

right. The 10th and 11th place finishes for the two ROWE

high-tech automotive products from Worms can do.
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BLANCPAIN ENDURANCE SERIES // FOCUS
The Blancpain Endurance Series was
set up in 2011 by the SRO Motorsports
Group. The series is named after
its leading sponsor, the Swiss
watchmaking company Blancpain.
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EXTRA // A STRONG MEMBER OF THE TEAM

INTERFACE TO THE
END-CUSTOMER
Nuremberg-based ATI Sadi Autoteile
GmbH markets ROWE’s full range of
automotive products in northern Bavaria.
ATI Sadi Autoteile GmbH is a long-established
specialist wholesaler for car parts and accessories,
workshop equipment and care products. So it is
precisely the right partner to market the high-quality
ROWE automotive product range – from engine oil to additives and care products to winter protection chemicals. The
family-run SME from Nuremberg has a sales room with
around 800 m² of store area and an active field sales
department.
This supports not only the city areas of Nuremberg and
Fürth, but also the entire regional area around these major
Franconian cities and the whole of northern Bavaria.
Thanks to its well-developed logistics, Sadi gets spare parts
and lubricants directly to the customer – from full pallets
to individual canisters. In Nuremberg and Fürth, four
vehicles complete a total of 20 delivery routes per day, and
in the regional area there are 18 deliveries per day.
“For ROWE, a local sales partner like this is very important.
It creates the direct link between us as manufacturer
and the end-customer,” says Markus Bayer, who supports
ROWE’s local distributors.

“A diamond in the product range”
Sadi sales manager Martin Siegel is likewise very pleased
with how the collaboration has developed: “We have
known ROWE for around 15 years. Initially the brand was
little known in our region. But all that has changed over
time. TOP products, TOP quality and a good price-performance ratio have all played their part.”
The arrangement has benefited both partners: ROWE from
the ever-better position of this specialist distributor in
northern Bavaria and Sadi from the growth and high-quality
performance of the lubricant specialist. “These days, the
ROWE products really are a diamond in our product range,”
says Siegel.
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Two full trucks per month
This is reflected in the increasing
volume of business. Today, between
one and two full trucks with 33 Euro
pallets go every month to Sadi in
Nuremberg. The slogan “Doesn’t
exist? We’ll have to see about that!”
perfectly sums up Sadi’s attitude to
reliability and customer service. In the
partnership with ROWE, it has been
amply demonstrated. It also includes
regular employee training, lively exchanges of information via short communications channels, and a pleasant
approach in dealing with people.
In Worms and at the Nürburgring
Two days spent together provided
a good opportunity to deepen that
understanding. On 24 April 30 Sadi
employees and customers visited
the new ROWE plant in Worms and
learned about the company’s ultra-modern production facilities.
After this, they fought it out for the
best lap time at a carting event at the
Nürburgring, and already got themselves in the mood for the actual
race on the following day. Because
there was a further highlight on the
programme: at the second race of
the current VLN season, the visitors
enjoyed a close-up view of the ROWE
RACING Team professionals at work,
as they took to the start line with two
SLS AMG GT3 cars.
Even the heavy rain that came on in
the final third of the race could not
prevent one of the two gull-wing cars
achieving a podium finish in third,
after a thrilling battle for the lead.
“Events like this are simply a part of
it,” says Markus Bayer. “Because our
visitors all have petrol in their blood
somehow.” The enthusiasm shown
by all those at the event proved him
right.
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IMAGES OF THE YEAR // 20 YEARS OF ROWE

CONGRATULATIONS
TO MICHAEL ZEHE
Malu Dreyer visits ROWE

“20 years of the ROWE mineral oil plant – that’s a success
story for Rhine-Hesse,”
said First Minister Malu Dreyer
during her visit to the company’s anniversary celebrations.
Michael Zehe was delighted to
show off the ultra-modern production facilities to the First Minister for Rhineland-Palatinate.
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WAREHOUSE STORAGE CAPACITY IN WORMS

4,600 BAYS READIED FOR
EUROPALLETS IN THE
MODERN HIGH-BAY STORAGE
WAREHOUSE IN WORMS.

RACING FEVER
It´s a real marathon – the toughest race in the world. // Page 14
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TOP QUALITY,

NEWLY-PACKAGED.
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THE NEW CONTAINERS

SAFE AND EVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Even more at
www.rowe.com.de

VISITORS FROM TAIWAN
OUR SERVICE PROVIDED THE INITIATIVE

MADE IN
GERMANY

RELIABLE QUALITY FOR
CUSTOMERS ALL OVER THE WORLD

